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From WikiFur, furry encyclopedia. Nicole the black vixen as herself Theblackvixen as dew angel dragon; EF 20 Theblackvixen, also known as Nicole black vixen (real name Nicole Bedner; born January 18 in Erie, Pennsylvania, USA) is an anthropomorphic artist, fursuiter and furry youtuber who lives in Sweden,[1] with her fiance,
TailWhite. Fandom's involvement in [editing] Theblackvixen was a fursuit-maker running under the label BVsuits, It was also one of the official types of moderators of the Dutch Angel Dragon species; however, this role has been reduced since then due to time constraints. YouTube, editing by] Theblackvixen is currently a furry YouTuber
since 2016; create video content in a channel named after its Dutch Angel Dragon, Dew. They followed vlogs, fursuit how-to's, comedy skits, and speedpaints. Fursuits[edit] Theblackvixen owns four fursuits, one of which is retired. Nicole black vixen - Nicole is an anthropomorphic black phase red fox. The character is her main fursona, but
the costume was retired because of age. Dew Dutch Angel Dragon - Dew is a fantasy species called Dutch Angel Dragon, created by Ino89777. It is dark green, lime, red and white, with a set of feathered wings. This fursuit was created by Mixed Monsters (Formerly Nightwolf Costumes). This is the main mascot dew dutch angel dragon
youTube channel. Papatika budgie gryphon – Papatika is a fantasy gryphon species consisting of vulpine, cat and leporid traits on its mammalian side, and budgerigar on its bird side. This partial costume was also completed by Mixed Monsters (formerly Nightwolf Costumes). They are a recurring character on Blackvixen's YouTube
channel, often appearing in comedy skits. Visiting convention participants[edit] NordicFuzzCon - 2014,2015 Eurofurence - 2014, 2015, 2016, 2017 Links[edit] External links[edit] This incomplete about a person can be expanded. Hiya! so ive was trying to make my dutchie, burrito suit, but after two attempts that made them not happy with, I
decided to reduce my losses and buy professionally made one. I know you know you have your own company, skypro fursuits, but they're very expensive. I'm also looking into skyehigh studios, but i don't really wann to pay shipping from Australia. are there any developers for us who have made Dutch angel dragons that are no more than
$5000? Thanks! When ordering the form skypro costumes are some of the things we will need from you to order. First of all, the most important thing we need is a factsheet. We will need 3 halves, a flat-colored reference. If you don't have one check out the one below for reference to the commission. Once you have your own factsheet,
we will have to fill out our offer form and accept the terms of service. If your project is selected, you will receive a back email stating that you have been selected and your quote will be provided together with the above e-mail If you agree to the price and terms of service, we will request 30% 30% You can pay in cash, money transfer or
paypal. once you make your deposit you will be added to the payment list. The payment list is for people who make payments based on their suit. We will not work in suits until they are fully paid. When your suit is fully paid you will be scheduled for a month for your suit to be launched (this is not a guarantee, it's just an estimate). it may
take a while, depending on how much other commissions paid before you. so if you want to suit earlier it's better to pay the whole. When the time comes for us to work on your costume, we will ask you to send us your Dummy Dummy Mannequin. Your DTD should be recent, but DTDs over two months of age will not be accepted. We also
ask you to send a pair of handy slippers and the tracking of your hand. then after working on progress on our twitter and other social media, the only time we send wips is to make sure the labeling is correct before furring. Please don't ask for work going on pictures, we post them because they are available. Be patient while your suit is
worked, all costumes are made by one person that will sometimes have help from our other helpers. Each costume is made carefully and lovingly insure you with the best we can offer! Once your suit is finished, it will be packed in the shipment. You must pay for sending your suit. Delivery options and prices will be provided to you when
the suit is packed and ready to ship. Once you have received a delivery offer and choose the service you want, you will be charged within 72 hours [3 days] of the offer you specify. If you need more time, we will give you an extension. If you get a suit and there is something that does not fit correctly, you can send it back and we will fix it
for free. You are insured for up to two months for free repair, if someone breaks, after your warranty is over, then you will have to pay for any damage caused by your suit. Having your suit changed in any way any way any non-skypro costumes will lift your warranty. We do not accept in any way that our work is replaced by other non-
skypro costumes and we kindly ask you to contact us first with any issues you may have. Today will show you how to make the best adhesive tape dummy for your custom fitted fursuit. First you will need a painters costume that you can find in any hardware store. We went to a local home warehouse and collected the necessary supplies
to make our DTD. For the tape we recommend the Scotch brand of white adhesive tape, this adhesive tape sticks better itself to ensure a better DTD, but if you are budgeted for regular silver duck tape will do all, although it's not as good as scotch tape. First make sure that some friends will help you with this project, make sure your model
used the toilet before this long process. to ensure that our DTD is as accurate as possible for our model, we asked the model to remove all clothes clothes Her bra and underwear, but bulky clothes under her DTD will cause a bigger suit as we add seam allowance and movement space to our DTD when patterned in our fursuit. Now that
your model is in the artist's costume, you will have to customize it to match your pattern. First we begin by squeezing the back and turning around the waist line so that it is in place. The other area is the area of the crotch and thighs, this part will require scissors. Do your pattern slightly spread the legs, then cut the center from the back to
the front after the seam of the painter's costume, then take each corner on the inner leg and fold the sides and strip. Sometimes you may notice that the hole in the crotch is a hole, if it occurs, then just take a little tight wrap, cover the hole and tape in place. When taping remember only tape strips, winding DTD too tightly can turn off
circulation, making it difficult to cut after finishing and can damage your pattern. After taping the crotch, thigh and hip area it is time to move to the legs. It is important to strip the legs against the legs, because you can finish a bunch of many painter costume on the short leg. We ask our client to tape half a foot to ensure that we know
exactly where the ankle ends. If you think there aren't enough painters fit to cover your foot you can just cover your foot and ankle with a cling wrap and tape over it. Never place tape on the skin that will make your DTD experience very uncomfortable and can put your tape at risk by sticking to other parts of DTD and ruining it, it is
important that each part of the tape has a reason. Now you can finish the winding leg when you're done halfway. Make sure your model is fine, and don't forget to stay hydrated through your DTD making it will heat up your model, so turning on the fan can help improve the comfort of your model. Now on your hands, you will need your
model to put your hand straight out so make sure it is level with your shoulders, if you fail to do so you will end up with weapons that do not fit to limit your mobility and can be uncomfortable. In this video, we use an old camera tripod that our model can hold on to prevent her hands from getting so tired. As a crotch you will need to cut the
armpits of the artist's suit to make sure that it is clinging to your pattern. Using cling wrap to cover the rest of the hole left the cut. Before the rest of the winding arm you will need to cover and tape your hand like a foot. We ask that you tape your hand so that we know exactly where your wrist is DTD. When you finish taping the hands and
wrist now you can finish taping the arm and chest. another important area is the neck, make sure that the tape is as close to the neck as possible, but also make sure not to make it too short! This can be very dangerous for your model if you make the tape too short! Once your model has been fully glued, check again there are no areas,
areas, It's time to mark where you will reduce DTD. It is important to make hyphens on DTD, so when taping it back together dashes will show where to line it again, we start cutting hands and feet. The hand cut about 5 inches past the elbow and 5 inches past the knee. If necessary, you may need to cut more depending on your model.
You will need to make another incision, starting from the neck back down the center on the tailbone of your patterns. If you use one of the painters suitable for this cut will not be necessary, because there is a zipper down the chest, just make sure not to cover the zipper with tape! Then gently pull the DTD away from your model if you
need more cutting, then cut more until your model is free from DTD, the final step of your DTD is winding up the seams where you cut them, folding DTD shipments. Skypro Fursuits offers only fullsuit commissions, below are the different styles you choose. All costumes come with a head, legs, legs, body and tail, and any accessories your
character can have as wings, horns, etc. Extra heads, legs, legs and tails can be added to your order during your quote negotiation. -Plantigrade-plantigrade costumes will be our cheapest suit, starting at $2,200+ -Digitigrade- Our digitigrade costumes come with everything, built padded with zippers and pockets for unstuff travel. Slip on
the legs of the legs (with slippers inside), inside or outdoor. Handbag legs, stuffed with peronies or normal. And the tail, attached to the body. These costumes start at $3,000+ -Art Freedom- Art Freedom is a kind of you give us freedom to make you custom. Of course, we still ask what your favorite colors are and what kind of you are
looking for that made. You will also have the opportunity to choose what style of hand legs, leg legs, digitigrade or plantigrade and small details you may want with your suit. The price can be anywhere from $3,500 + Complete Freedom Experiment- Complete Freedom is for you slapping down money and giving us the opportunity to use
our crazy mind to create and experiment with new things that can lead to one kind of costume! We like to change things! A lot of our work is consistent and sharp things up is very refreshing! Although there is a catch when we get orders like this we tend to go crazy and add a lot of details, so we have to charge more. We do as ever
consult with you before the suit starts talking about what we want to do, as well as provide a concept over Skype to make sure this is something you like! Please note that it will take longer to build. Prices start at $3,500 + -Plush costumes- We love making plush costumes! Our first was Cerros in Clydesdale and we would love to do more!
So if you're down to get a cute adorable one piece suit (head, legs, tail, legs are attached to the body and zipper record which looks like a plush stuffed animal then feel free to contact us! This suit is a more detailed need a caretaker when appropriate. We also offer this type of suit only for experienced suites, as they quickly heat up. This
suit will also require a DTD with a head attached along with measurements and will take longer to build. Prices start at $4,000 + -Dutch angel dragons- This sophisticated type of suit will cost more. The detail put in any angel dragon costume takes more time to create. Before ordering a Dutch angel dragon be sure to check
dutchangeldragons.com $4,500 + $4,500+
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